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EXTENSIONS OF ISOMETRICALLY INVARIANT MEASURES

ON EUCLIDEAN SPACES
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(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. We consider countably additive, nonnegative, extended real-valued

measures that vanish on singletons.

Given a group G of isometries of R" and a G-invariant cr-finite measure

on Rn we study the problem of determining whether it has a proper G-invariant

extension. We prove that it does, provided that the set of all points with un-

countable G-orbits is not of measure zero. We also characterize those groups G

for which every G-invariant cr-finite measure on R" has a proper G-invariant

extension.

0. Introduction

In 1935 Szpilrajn [9] proved that the Lebesgue measure on R" has a proper

isometrically invariant extension. In the same paper he quoted Sierpiñski who

asked if there exists such a maximal extension.

There were many partial solutions to this problem (see [1-3] for the historical

details). The complete solution was finally obtained by Ciesielski and Pele

[3], who proved that if G is any group of isometries of Rn containing all

translations, then every G-invariant cr-finite measure on R" has a proper G-

invariant extension.

In the same paper Ciesielski and Pele stated the problem of characterizing

those groups G of isometries of R" for which the conclusion of their result

remains true.

A few partial solutions to this problem have been obtained. Using ideas

of Hulanicki [5], Ciesielski and Pele [3] proved that if the cardinality of the

continuum is small in the sense that there does not exist a cr-finite measure

defined on the power set of R, then no restrictions on G are needed. Next,

Ciesielski [1] showed that, in general, it is enough to require that G is transitive,

i.e. R" consists of a single G-orbit. This result was proved earlier by Harazisvili

under the additional assumption of the Continuum Hypothesis.
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In the above quoted paper Ciesielski studied the more general question: has

a given G-invariant rj-finite measure m on R" , G being a group of algebraic

transformations of R" (see [1] for the definition), a proper G-invariant exten-

sion? He proved that it is so, provided that G contains an uncountable subset

H with the property that every two different elements of H coincide exactly

on a set of measure zero.

Ciesielski asked whether this conclusion remains true unless zrz is concen-

trated on a G-invariant set Z C R" such that the group {g\Z: g e G} is

countable (see [1, Problem 2]).

In this paper we give an affirmative answer to Ciesielski's question for the case

of groups of isometries (Theorem 2.2). We prove that the relevant G-invariant

set consists exactly of the points with countable G-orbits.

As a corollary we obtain a solution to Ciesielski-Pelc's problem (Theorem

2.3). We prove that if the cardinality of the continuum is not small, then the

family of all groups G of isometries of R" with the property that every G-

invariant cr-finite measure on R" has a proper G-invariant extension consists

exactly of those G 's for which there exists at most one one-element G-orbit

and all the other G-orbits are uncountable.

1. Terminology and preliminaries

Our set-theoretic notation and terminology is standard. Ordinals are iden-

tified with sets of their predecessors and cardinals with initial ordinals. In

particular co denotes the set of natural numbers and the first infinite cardinal.

If A is a set, then P(A) denotes the power set of A and \A\, the cardinality

of A . If /: X —» y is a function and A c X, then f[A] denotes the image of

A and / \ A the restriction of f to A. Symmetric difference of sets A and

B is denoted by AAB .

By a measure on a set X we mean a countably additive, nonzero function

defined on a cr-algebra of subsets of X, assuming values in [0, +oo] and van-

ishing on all singletons.

A measure is universal on X if it is defined on P(X). We say that X is

large if it carries a universal measure of total measure one; otherwise, X is

small. It is well known that X is large if and only if the cardinality of X is at

least real-valued measurable (see e.g. [6, p. 300]).

A measure on X is cr-finite, if X is a countable union of sets of finite

measure.

If m is a measure, then mt and m* denote the inner and the outer measure,

respectively.

Let G be a group of bijections of a set X.

We define:

Gx = {g(x) : g e G}—the G-orbit of a point x e X ;

G A = \Jx€A Gx for Ac X.
We say that A is G-invariant if G A — A .
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A countable G-configuration of a set N C X is any set of the form

U *.OT
nGct)

where {gn: n eco} is a countable set of elements of G.

A measure m defined on a cr-algebra 9JI of subsets of X is G-invariant

iff g[A] e M and m(gL4]) = m(A) for any geG and A eVJl. Notice that

the measure completion of a G-invariant measure is G-invariant. Since we are

interested in the existence of extensions of invariant measures, we shall assume,

without loss of generality, that all the invariant measures under consideration

are complete.

In what follows we shall use some auxiliary results. The first one is the key

lemma of Ciesielski [1], formulated here for the case of isometries.

1.1. Lemma. Let G be a group of isometries of R" containing an uncountable

subset H. There exists a countable family {Nk : k e co} of subsets of R"

satisfying the following conditions:

(i) ""-Ue.**;
(ii) for each k e co and every countable G-configuration K of Nk  there

exist distinct functions hx, h2e H such that

h~l[K]nh2l[K] c {xeR": hx(x) = h2(x)}.   0

For the rest of this section let G be a group of bijections of a set X and let

m be a G-invariant, cr-finite measure on X.

The methods of extending invariant measures used in the paper are based on

the following result of Szpilrajn [9].

1.2. Proposition. If there exists a nonmeasurable subset N of X such that

every countable G-configuration of N has inner measure zero, then m has a

proper G-invariant extension.   □

In the proofs we use two easy consequences of the above proposition (cf.

Pele [8]).

1.3. Lemma. If there exists a countable family {Nk: k e co} of subsets of X

such that

(i)   R" = U6„ Nk and
(ii) for each k e co every countable G-configuration of Nk has inner mea-

sure zero,

then m has a proper G-invariant extension,   o

1.4. Lemma. If there exists a G-invariant non-measurable set Z c X, then m

has a proper G-invariant extension.   □

The final auxiliary Lemma is essentially due to Harazisvili (see [4]).
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1.5. Lemma. Suppose that N c X and for every countable G-configuration

K of N there exists a countable family {fn: n e co} of elements of G such

that m(f)neo} fn[K]) — 0. Then every countable G-configuration of N has inner

measure zero.

Proof. Suppose otherwise and let K1 be a countable G-configuration of N

such that mt(K') > 0. Fix a measurable subset A c K' of positive measure. It

follows easily from cr-finiteness of m that there are countably many functions

{gn : n e co} from G such that

A c U 8„[A]   and   mi g
nEcti

U Sn[A]
nEtü «ecu /

for every g e G. Set K = \Jn€l0 gn[K] '. K is a countable G-configuration of

7Y such that for any countable family {fn: n e co} c G,

m A\f)fn[K]\=0,  so m   if] fn[K]\ >0.
V.       neoj I \neoJ )

This is the desired contradiction,   o

2. Results

Given a group G of isometries of R", let LG denote the set of all points of

R" with countable G-orbits, i.e.:

LG = {xeR": |Gx| < co}.

The basic properties of the set LQ are summarized in the following.

2.1.    Lemma.

(i)   GLG — LG .

(ii)   \{g\LG:geG}\<co.

(iii)   LG is an affine subspace of R" .

Proof. Part (i) is obvious. To prove the remaining parts let L be the affine

subspace of R" spanned by LG. Fix a finite subset B of LG spanning L.

Notice that the restriction of each g e G to L is determined by its values on

B, so the function g\L k-> g\B is 1-1. But, since for each b e B, \Gb\ < co

and B is finite, there are only countably many functions /: 5 —> \JheB Gb .

In particular, \{g\B: g e G}\ < co, which implies that \{g\L: g e G}\ < co

proving part (ii). It follows that |Gx| < co for each x e L, which gives

L - LG completing the proof of the lemma.    □

Now we can formulate our main result, which solves Ciesielski's problem.

Roughly speaking, a measure extends unless it is concentrated on LG. More

precisely, the following holds.
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2.2. Theorem. Suppose that G is a group of isometries of R" . Let m: M —>

[0, +oo] be a G-invariant o-finite measure on R". If m*(Rn\LG) > 0, then

m has a proper G-invariant extension.

Proof. Since LG is G-invariant, we are done by Lemma 1.4 unless LG e SDÎ.

If this case applies, then m(R"\LG) > 0 and mx , defined on M by mx(A) =

m(A\LG), is a G-invariant cr-finite measure on R" . To complete the proof it

is enough to find a proper G-invariant extension of mx . Instead, we assume

without loss of generality that m(LG) — 0.

Let p be the smallest dimension of an affine subspace of positive outer mea-

sure. Fix such a subspace LQ .

Obviously \{g\L0: g e G}\ > co.

Now consider two cases.

Case 1. |{g[¿0]: g e G}\ > co. Then L0 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1.5.

To see this, let K = \Jneco g„[L0] be an arbitrary countable G-configuration of

L0 and set Ln = gn[LQ] for new; g0- idR» . For every n e co take fneG

such that /" [Ln] ^ Lk for all k eco. We have

Knf]fk[K]c   [J (Lttnf„[Lk)).
k€w n,k£a)

But since Ln n fn[Lk] ^ Ln , the set Ln n fn[Lk] is either empty or is an affine

subspace of dimension less than p . Accordingly, m(K n f]k€(0 fk[K]) = 0.

By the conclusion of Lemma 1.5, every countable G-configuration of LQ has

inner measure zero. At the same time m*(LQ) > 0, so L0 ^ 9JÎ and we are

done by Proposition 1.2.

Case 2. \{g[L0]: g e G}\ < co. Set Y = \Jg€Gg[L0]. If Y i m, then use

Lemma 1.4 to extend m. Otherwise m(Y) > 0 and we can assume, without

loss of generality, that zw(R"\F) = 0.

Since \{g \ L0: g e G}\ > co, there is an uncountable subset H of G such

that hx Ï Lq ,¿ h2 \ Lq for any distinct hx, h2e H. Apply Lemma 1.1 to G

and H to obtain {Nk: k e co} . To complete the proof, it is enough to show

that the family {Nk : k e co} satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3.

So take an arbitrary k e co and let K = \J„ew gn[Nk] be any countable G-

configuration of Nk . By the properties of {A^: k e co} (see Lemma 1.1), there

are hx, h2e H, hx ^ h2, such that

h~\K] n h~l[K] n L0 c {x e L0: hx(x) = h2(x)}.

But hx \ Lq =¿ h2 \ Lq, so the set {x e LQ: hx(x) = h2(x)} is either empty or

is an affine subspace of dimension less than p . Accordingly,

zzz(/z~'[A']n/z2"1[A']nL0) = 0.

Let (Ln: n e X), X < co, be a 1-1 enumeration of {g[LQ]: g e G}. For each

zz G X let Ln = fn[L0] ; it follows that

m((fnoh;l)[K]n(fnoh2l)[K]r)Ln) = 0.
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Consequently,

I \
m fi   ifk°h-l)[K]

k€k
V«'e{i.2}

= m

J

fi   ifkoh;l)[K]n\jL„
ke¿ n€AI        Kfc/l

V*€{»>2}

Í
<Ym*

n€À

fi   Vk°h;l)[K]nLH

V''€{1,2}

/

J
<Ym* ((/» ° Äi ')t^n (/*. ° A2 Vin L«) = °

and we are done.   D

As a corollary we obtain a solution to Ciesielski-Pelc's problem.

2.3. Theorem. For a group G of isometries of Rn the following are equivalent:

(i) Every G-invariant o-finite measure on R"  has a proper G-invariant

extension.

(ii)   LG is a small set.

(iii) Either 2W is small or LG is empty or it is a singleton.

Proof, (i) —* (ii). If LG was large, then there would exist a universal G-

invariant cr-finite measure onR" , contradicting (i) (cf. [10]).

(ii) —► (iii). This is obvious.

(iii) —> (i). If 2W is small, then use an argument of Ciesielski and Pele [3].

Otherwise, use Theorem 2.2.    □

2.4. Remark. The results of this paper essentially reduce the problem of find-

ing necessary and sufficient conditions for extendability of a given G-invariant

cr-finite measure on Rn to the case in which G is countable. This case is fully

examined in the forthcoming paper of Adam Krawczyk and the author [7].

2.5. Remark. Ciesielski's problem was originally formulated in the more gen-

eral setting of G being a group of algebraic transformations of R" (see [1]).

We do not know if the answer remains the same in this general case.
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